
Five women are talking about their engineering careers. Figure out which one is the mechanical engineer.
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Glasses: black, blue, green, red, white

Name: Cindy, Jasmin, Norma, Sheila, Tiffany

Engineering: aerospace, civil, computer, electronic,

mechanical

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years

Hobby: camping, origami, sailing, writing, yoga

Drink: coffee, juice, soft drink, tea, water

⇒ The woman wearing the Blue glasses is somewhere

between the oldest woman and Norma, in that order.

⇒ The engineer who practices Yoga is next to the woman

wearing White glasses.

⇒ The civil engineer is at one of the ends.

⇒ Sheila is next to the woman drinking Coffee.

⇒ At the fourth position is the woman wearing Red

glasses.

⇒ The Electronic engineer is next to the engineer wearing

Black glasses.

⇒ The woman drinking Soft drink is somewhere between

the woman drinking Juice and the 35-year-old woman, in

that order.

⇒ In the middle is the engineer wearing the Green glasses.

⇒ The engineer drinking Coffee is next to the 35-year-old

engineer.

⇒ The woman who likes to Write is drinking Soft drink.

⇒ The Electronic engineer is next to Norma.

⇒ The woman that likes Origami is somewhere between

the woman that likes Sailing and the woman that likes

Camping, in that order.

⇒ Jasmin is next to the engineer drinking Water.

⇒ The youngest woman is exactly to the left of the woman

wearing the Red glasses.

⇒ The woman drinking Coffee is either at the �rst or at the

last position.

⇒ The engineer wearing the Blue glasses is somewhere

between Cindy and Jasmin, in that order.

⇒ The Aerospace engineer is next to the woman that likes

Sailing.

⇒ Norma is next to the engineer who is drinking Tea.

⇒ The engineer drinking Coffee is 30 years old.

⇒ The woman wearing Blue glasses is somewhere

between the Computer engineer and the woman that likes

Camping, in that order.

⇒ Jasmin is at the third position.

Women in Engineering
Zebra Puzzle
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